Over the past 30 years there has been a controversy about the optimal diet composition for weight loss and maintenance. Some have defended the more conventional low-fat high-carbohydrate diet ([@bb0005]), whereas others point at a restriction in carbohydrates as being more effective. Multiple variations of popular diets exist from ketogenic very-low carbohydrate diets ([@bb0010]), to diets pointing more at a slight increase in protein, and lowering the glycemic index of the carbohydrates as the most effective strategy ([@bb0020]). Numerous randomized controlled trials (RTC) have compared the various diets for the treatment of overweight and obesity based on the assumption that one diet fits all without being able to provide strong evidence for one or the other. And even meta-analyses comparing the different diet options have been unable to identity a clear winner.

In this issue of *EBioMedicine*, Wan et al. compared three different diets in a RCT conducted in a Chinese population of overweight individuals (BMI \< 28 kg/m^2^) without traits of the metabolic syndrome: a LF-HC diet (fat 20%, carbohydrate 66% energy), a MF-MC diet (fat 30%, carbohydrate 56%), and the a HF-LC diet (fat 40%, carbohydrate 46%) ([@bb0030]).

About 300 individuals were randomized into the three treatment arms, and after 6 months 245 (79.8%) were retained in the study. Reduction in body weight was significantly greater in LF-HC throughout the intervention, and after 6 months weight loss was 0.5 kg greater than in the MF-MC, and 0.7 kg greater than in the HF-LC group. Effects on cardio-metabolic risk factors were somewhat similar across the three diets. Wan et al. should be congratulated with an excellent trial conducted with *state of the art* methodology, and this trial is one of the few larger one conducted in an Asian population and lasting for 6 months.

So how should the superiority of the low-fat carbohydrate diet in this population be viewed? Well, a recent discovery has shown that the effectiveness of these diets depends on the glucose metabolism of the overweight and obese participants ([@bb0015]). Briefly, normoglycemic individuals lost most weight on a low-fat high carbohydrate diet, whereas pre-diabetic individuals are much more susceptible to lose weight on a diet with more focus on quality of the carbohydrate content, i.e. lower glycemic index, more fiber and wholegrain ([@bb0015]). Notably, these effects are quite pronounced even under ad libitum conditions i.e. without putting any limit on the caloric intake ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). For the overweight and obese diabetics a reduction in carbohydrate amount is pivotal, and for this group a relatively higher amount of fat and protein in the diet is beneficial for weight control and glycemic status ([@bb0025]). With these studies it is obvious that one diet does not fit all, and a personalized dietary approach is warranted.Fig. 1Changes in bodyweight among participants during an initial 8-week low calorie diet followed by a 26 weeks weight maintenance diet high or low in glycemic load. (A) Participants with prediabetes. (B) Normoglycemic participants. Based on data from reference [@bb0015]).Fig. 1

Participants in the study by Wan et al. had a mean age of 23 years, mean BMI of 21.8 kg/m^2^ and mean fasting glucose of 4.1 mmol/L. Therefore, the population must be characterized as a healthy, insulin sensitive group that actually could have been predicted to have a better responsiveness on the low-fat high-carbohydrate diet. It would be interesting to extend the studies to pre-diabetic and diabetic Asian obese to examine if the findings in a predominantly Caucasian population also are valid for Asians.
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